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ABSTRACT 

Csesification of information seems to offer a more logical 

arrangement of meanings and associations than does •uphebs ii-sal 

indexing. However, fifty years of library experlewe with classi- 

fication systems indicates that classification is useful only 

within the limited fields of the taxonondc sciences* 

The recent rebirth in interest in general classification 

9i/« f,j»rrt«    4 a    4vi=*p/»«./<     kr*    r ora^ r.    **>wVr\1 Amis    •***! af ^ ^«    f r~»    VKA    m or* ti» r^o 

storage and retrieval of information} and it. i3 shown the1! this 

new interest,   together with the new terminology of "abstraction 

ladders," "semantic factoring" and "categorization," offers little 

promise of solving the inherent difficulties of hierarchical 

classifications    It is concluded that classification remains a 

"blind alley" and that other techniques and principles of as- 

sociating meanings must be found and developed. 
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MACHINES AND CLASSIFICATION IN THE ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION 

PART I 

In previous papers we have recognized that cl&ssi^ 

fiCation,   a*   «on^. •'>*»<•**<••   wlfr.h   alnhahnh-! .-si   snh'lMrfc  r,s ad {r\ott 

or coordinate indexing;  supplies a kind of connect!veneas 

between ideas ani provides the possibility of Mbrow3ingi: 

through related ideas. 

"Alphabetical arrangement is most conveniant for 
the user who can precisely name the subject of 
his search in the same  terminolo<»y as used by 
tha lndexer, but may make searching difficult 
for others*    These users who °r** not cui"*"*sn^ 
with the fashions in nomenclature, who are not 
coiT.pletoly familiar with the subject of search 
who have only a vairue question in mind* etc., 
can be helped by a system whose arrangement is 
related to the organization of the field searched." 

'•Classification can arrange ideas,  not merely words, 
sine* moaning can bo indicated through position, 
as woll as phraseology where terminology is not 
fixed.    Browsing among related concepts is of 
course, facilitated by placing them in proximity."J- 

The degrfo  to which any classification system as- 

sociates ideas is a measure of the effectiveness of 

"Studios ir. C;;ordinr.to Indexing, pp. 68-69.    Documentation 
Incorporate^'Vasning ton, U, G,  (19^3). 
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the system.   Where classification fails i* in ihs arbitrary 

disaasodations which are ir.poaed en related ideas by the re- 

quirements of the systea*    These arbitrary disassociations ar» 
• 

hidden znd the searcher vho is content with the relationships 

displayed in the system win obtain only partial informations 

In short, for rsascne which will be set- forth in detail 

below, classification systems are not truly effective instru- 

ments for displaying %o  t"s browser or searches ail the ide&j 

in any system which are associated with any given idea with 

which the system 13 entered. 

This i'act was recognised by Dr, Vam?»var riush in th« 

^.otation which poaed the general problem of tn® association 

of ideio as presented in our previous report. 

In spite of all the theoretical mid practical objections 

which can be marshalled against classification as a method for 
e 

organizing information, classification aysfcama are apparently 

successful in associating ideas torn asunder by alphabetical 

inderes.    This leads many individuals and or^aitizalions to ever 

new attempts to devise class    ication systems.    Theso attempts 

have multiplied in recent years    not because of any actual 

successes on the record, or any now developments in ci&ssifi- 

cation theory•    They have multiplied because the machine search- 

ing of any considerable body of information seems to require 

"Our ineptitude in getting at the record id largely caused by 
the artifir'.'«.ity of systems.,.and information is found {when 
it is)  b/ tracing it dawn  from 8ubc1*8S   to  ?ybcla^3i" 



that the Information be pre-arranged in a classification system. 

The classification of knowledge in the broad philosophical 

sense is as old as self-conscious knowledge itself} but the 

classification of books, items of literature, or items of in- 

formation is a product of the nineteenth century.    It is cus- 

tomary  to explain the adoption of classification systems by 

libraries in  uirms of  the growth of  the open-shell system of 

public and college libraries which occurred during the nine- 

teenth century.    If books are  to be displayed for patrons  to 

do  thoir own browsing and make  their own selection,   tne boo.H:3 

must be arranged in some generalized subject order, e.g., 

sciencet religion,  fiction,  history, hobbled, etc. 

This explanation doss not illuminate the jump from gen- 

eralized oheif arrangement to universal systems involving close 

and detailed classification of each book or of each item of in- 

fox-mat ion.    Some other explanation is needed to account xor ".6 

tremendous emphasis upon classification systems at the turn of 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.    In a few generations, 

we have witnessed  the development of the Dewey system,  the 

Library of ConRrass system,   the Cutter expar.sivo  system,   the 

Universal Decimal Classification,  the Brown Classification,  the 

Colo.. CUdaificftlion,  the Bliss Clarification,  the U, S. 

Patent Office Classification, and « host of others w'.iioh were 

bom and have died in SORW local library ar information center. 

ft)tt*'-/*J 
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The explanation for this phenomenon is to be found In the 

temper of the times.    The nineteenth century was the age of 

biology in the sense in which the seventeenth century was the 

age of physical science and the eighteenth century uas the age 

of reason and enlightenment*    This is net to say that thsre was 

not important work in the physical sciences in the nineteenth 

century.    Maxwell. Faraday. (Vihba. re«n<->. Frege, Gaussj ifelmholts 

arid dosens of other important chemists, ma'ihematiclan*, and 

physicists lived and worked daring this period, and there were 

important discovnx'ias in all fields of scierv=»,    But the idem 

which were generalised beyond the laboratory and which established 

tho intellectual climate of the *r^ came from the science of 

biology.    From biological anelor/s came the idea* of social evo- 

lution, the class struggle, survival of the flitest, the white 

Kan:s burden, manifest destiny, and the iron law of wages.    Since 

biology is a t&xoncmic scier.ee;, a science of classes, it is reason- 

able to expert that librarians and other systematizers should em- 

ploy tne biologic*! notions of taxonomy and hierarchical classes 

&c organize their bocks and items, of information. 

These builders of classification systems might ha^e built 

fo*fct*r systems had they the wit or wisdom to percei.e that their 

:>wn stru^turea were products of an evolution which would in turn 

destroy them.    Charles Sanders Pierce, who was a mathematician 

and ona of the great creators of modern logic, and not a biologist, 
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warned the system builders of his day that- the better they built 

for the day, the shorter would be the life of what they built.3 

And Nietzsche* who took evolution seriously, recognised that all 

the values of his day must be superseded) that tha superman must 

follow man in the chain of evolution* This insight, and perhaps 

a few biological complications, drove him mad. 

For it is certainly the cream of the jest that this age 

of biology was also in fact the age of Victorian smugness* 

{.volution explained all development and all error up to the 

status quo, and scr-e way, some how, evolution was supposed to 

ceaae in its highest product, nineteenth century Europe* 

In 1937, writing on this same topic in collaboration with 

Dr. John Lund, we summsd up the situation in these wordst 

"Th* nineteenth century had an. abiding faith in the 
permanence of ita values and the ultimate validity 
of its scientific structures. This is illustrated 
by the belief of systematirers that, once a good 
classification of knowledge was achieved, it would 
bs permanent. They did not iearn from the fate of 
previous systems, that- their own must cf necessity 
become obsolete. 

'Decimal classification was born in a 
period when mankind had full confidence in 
the all-mightiness of materialistic wisdcss. 
The middle of  the nineteenth century was the 
culmination point of scientific positivism. 
It seemed that the totality of available 
knowledge as .fell of future knowledge <*ould 
be arranged in a simple predetermined plan. 
Forgotten was the word of wisdom that Hamlet 
to Horatio apoke...„•'   "5 

•^Collected papers of Charlen Sanders Pierce, pc8j, edited by 
Charles Kartshorne and Pr.ul *'eiss, Harvard* University Press, 
Cambridge* 

^Th»» i.ihwrv OIIBT-U^V. 7 . WS (I?'?). 
-~,.-.ZTJL   -     r.^m."   ••"--    > '" 

Dr-. Conker Duyvis. in an address given before the British 
Society of Bibliography* Reported in "Notes and nows," p.2/*3« 
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Lest it be supposed that wo were unfair then and unfair 

now in our estimate of the  temper of the times, we quote be- 

low from the Annual Register of thG University of Chicago for 

1902.    In the announcement of courses for the Department of 

Physics for that year, students electing physics were told: 

"Willie it is never safe to affirm that the future 
of Physical Science, has nc marvels in store even 
more astonishing than those of the past; it seems 
probable that most of the grand underlying princi- 
ples hive bee?*- firmly established-  «nrl  that furths* 
advances aut» to be sought chiefly In the rigorous 
application of th*se principles  to all the phenomena 
which come under our notice. 

It 13 here  that tne seienca of measurement shows 
its importance where quantitative results are more 
to be desired than qualitative work.    An eminent 
physicist has remarked that the future truths of 

pl«ue wf decimals."0 

The chairman of the Department of Physics at that time 

w»a Professor A. A. Kich.ej.aon of the famed nicheison-Mcreiy 

experiment whose Implications already threatened the stability 

of the "grand underlying principles /so ^firmxy established." 

la it any wonder,  then, that "mere" librarians should de- 

lude themselves into thinking that they could classify all 

knowledge for all time?    Dewey's proud boast that hiH classi- 

fication ays tern could include any new developments in knowledge 

through the device of addJng another digit after the decimal 

point, Is exactly on a par with the assertion that new develop- 

ments in physical science would consist of refinements of measurement. 

Annual Register of the University of Chicago, p. 292 (1901-1902). 
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A few years ago, it could be said with considerable 

assurance that classifies tier, was a dead issue ss far as 

librarianahip and documentation were concerned. More and r*orm 

librarians and scientists had come to depend on alphabetical 

subject-heading systems and Alphabetical indexes. The excessive 

preoccupation of the FID with the Universal Decimal Classi- 

fication was largely responsible for its lack of influenza 
m 

and sffectivsness in practical librarianahip and documentation*' 

Libraries alretiy committed to various classification systems 

had £• m«? to regard such systeMS as devices for shelf natation 

and not as usable and viabla keys to the subject content of 

their collections. 

A few nwnes, Bliss and Hangar«- mnt  a few libraries, the John 

Cr*rar Library in Chicago and the Engineering Societies Library 

in New "'jrk retained throughout the first half of the present 

century a practical interest in problems of classification. But 

the general feeling on matters of classification has been well 

summed up by Dean Jesse Shera of Western Reserve University 

School of Library Soiomio In the following passages! 

•Today^ under the impact of a rapidly growing volume 
of graphic records, and the appearance of new forms 
of publication, traditional library classifications 
are becoming hopelessly inadequate. No amount of 
basic revision or tampering with their organic structure 
can save them from this failure. As guides tc the 

7 Bibliographical Services« Their Present State and Possibilities 
of ImorovemenCT Appendix, p. 12 (15*50)?   Tne UflEScC^Librarv 
VI     VUllflOS.-     UJLU^.J.UgI°«fr(iJLV;t!^    survey* 
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proiniciing forms of bibliographic or- 

6 
"Classification as  the Basic of Bibliographic Organisation" 
in Bibliographic Organisation,  Papers presented before the 
Fj.fteer.th Annual Confers nee of the OraHuate LTbYary SchooT, 
Ju>.y ?>C-2/T"^ir£»"*p•» 7*~    KnTw2a~ny Jesse H. Shera and 
Hargaret K* Uiian, Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 
MOO i 

9 
"Classifications Current Functions and Applications to be 
the Subject Analysis of Library materials," in The Subject 
Analysis of Library Materials, p. 32.    Edited byTlaurYceT. 
TauBer^ScKooI of Library Service, Colunoia University, 
New York (1953), 

..:i 

subject content of the Library they are essentially 
meaningless. Even librarians, who are best qualified 
to interpret them end to exploit their virtues, une 
the notation only as a guide to location, and lar,-?aly 
ignore the Interdisciplinary relationships that they 
were designed to reveal* Yet, as their efficiency has 
declined, the cost of their maintenance has increased 
until at least one major reseerch library has abandoned 
subject classification of ita book stocks and has turned 

ther and„r 
gania&tion." 

"The history of library classification, then, has been 
the narrative of a pursuit of impossiblo goals, and it* , 
pages are strewn vith the wreckage vi  those who either 
were blissfully unaware of the danpers by vhich their 
paths were beset, or who hoped to circumvent them 
through mere modification of previous schematisms or 
siinple tinkering with notation. Today the essential 
failure of traditional library classifications is nc 
more real than it was thr*e-auarters oi a century ago, 
but it has become more apparent because of the in- 
creasing bulk and complexity of the materials that 
libraries are being called upon to service, and the 
growing specialization cr trie demand.'! that librarians 
are being asked to meet."9 
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How then do we account for the renewed interest in classi- 

fication aa a method of information control?    Within the last 

few years, we have witnessed ti.i birth (and in some cases,   the 

rapid death) of dozers of new classification systems, among 

which we can name, The Story Classification for the Army 

Technical Reference Service;   the Office of Nsvai Research 

Project Status Classification!   the   \eaedrch »uiu Development 

Board Cla««ifiontion of research prefects,  ths American 

Society for Metals - Special Libraries Association Metallur- 

gical Literature Classification, and the Standard Aeronautical 

Indexing System,        There rss been a revival of interest in the 

Universal Decimal Classification, in the Patent Office Classi- 

fication, ana in Kanganthan's Colon Classification.    A research 

project supported by Federal funds has labored fcr several 

yeara ~nu ie still laboring on the development of "abstraction 

ladders" and "semantic factoring". 

This renewed search for the solution to an unsolvable 

problem results from a paradox, namely,  the promise of machine 

organization and retrieval of information, and t.he actual 

olowneaa u£ the machine in i^ne linear searching of an index. 

As wt  shall See in the following discussion,  cis.S3iilcs.tlun 

becomes one of the methods proposed for dividing an index :in 

order to shorten  the time requires! for a machine search. 

10 
In apita of the name,  the Standard Aeronautical Indexing 
cbyswjm if a hierarchical classification system. 
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PART II 

Let us suppose we are searching for the nams "Baker, 

Able Charlie" in a village telephone bock containing about 

1C00 names. To search for this name mip,ht take a minute or 

two, occupied vith pickir^ up the beck, finding ths proper- 

page and column, and scanning the proper column for the name 

being sought. Now it is quite practical to utilize an IBK 

macmne, or some similar machine, or even a d<>ck of edge- 

notched cards, tc find one name in a random file of a thousand 

names, ir. about the same tine required for the manual search 

of an alphaoetical file in a minute or tvo; But suppose we 

are looking for the name "Baker, Able Charlie" in a list of 

a million names comparable to the New *ork telephone book. 

It might take us a little longer tc lift the heavier book, to 

find the right page and the right column, and to scan by the 

given names and address as well as the last name. Nevertheless, 

the time required for a search for one name in a alphabetical 

list of a million names is of the same order of magnitude as 

the time reouired to find one name in an alphabetical list of 

a thousand names.  But a machine search for one na.v«j in a 

random list of a million names will take one thousand times 

as long as a machine search for one name in a thousand. 

It was the more or loss vague realization of this fact 

i 
that, led the early advocates of the application of punched-card 
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machines for the or-Ksni*«tion and the retrieval of information 

to recognise  that machine methods could not be applied efficient* 

ly to the random searching of large masses of information*    No 

machine sesrch of a large random list can approach the spaed 

with which the mind can jump to -he exact position in an ordered 

list.    It would be silly to randomise a list of names in a phone 

bock,, or subject h« viiii^s in an alphabetical index, in ordur to 

search for any particular name or heading vith punchad=card 

machines*    An ordered list when it is over a certain else al- 

ways enables the <sind which recognises and utilises the order 

to beat the machine.    The conclusion to be dravn here is that 

contrary to popular mlaconc*pt.ionfl. the larger the n?25sber of 

-<i Z"Z.__ ... ,— . •-.-,,      —— - i —. •*<-• *     «**«*. ..—     .-...    «.    «-ktiw MM.     «•;»• win    -»*•*     4iuvt nuawjLwu^ 

the less applicable are standard puviched-card systems or even 

magnetic tap* systems to the problem of scsrching^ and this 

conclusion leads, in turn to a search for 1) ways to cut down 

the siso of indexes and 2) ways to prefile or classify items 

of information. 

The extent to which coordinate indexing cuts down the 

«i?« of the index by elindnsting ths nssd for the --,Iph&betisins 

of all permutation* of terms in the ir.dsxing system, sssnts to 

offer the promise of efficient use of machine methods.    Consider 

for example, a collection of 250.0C0 itama to be organised in a 

system of information storage and retrieval.    The items might 
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bs anything - document-*, reports, patents, film footage or 

items of hardware in a supply catalog,    With standard indexing 

ayntemo, the sis* of the index would be 2$C,000 times the number 

of ways each iteas was indexed*    Let us assume that an average 

of four terms is required to properly indexing or identify eech 

item.    The permutation of U is ikt and this gives us a maximum 

figure of 6,000,000,000 headings In the index.    No index ersr 

attempts to use all possible permutations of its terrss as head- 

ings; but a barely adequate index in which each item is in- * 

sexsd by four terms will have at least four times the number 

of index headings aa iUtms.    In this cane,  there would be 

1;000,000 indexing headings in order to Insure that each term 

"••d in the index will U in a filing position and will be 

found in proper alphabetical order,    A punched-cerd system which 

could utilise sne card per document and enter all four indexing 
• 

terms of a document on thin one card wou.\u require only ?50j,G00 

cards for an adequate index.    The same reasoning can be applied 

to edge-notched card systems*    Hence, it is true that the use 

of machine methods can reduce an index of 2J>0,000 items from 

250,000 x n (where n is the number of index entires per lv**k) 

to 250,000 by eliminating the usual requirement of preparing 

multiple entries for aach item.    The elimination ©f multiple 

entries follow* from the capacity of machine systems to search 

for an item under any vford which indexes it and to combine all 
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such words for an item on one card.    Wa can see, therefore. 

that for systems In which n is large and the number of items 

is small, punchsd-card machines and edge-notetied cards do offer 

the promise of a considerable reduction in the size of such 

systems.    But note that the size in any instance cannow be 

smaller than the number of items in the system.    This means 

that when a number of units is large, e.g.t patent files* llama 

of supply, intelligence reports? scientific and technical report*. 

case records in a large hospital, etc., ordinary systems of 

machine organization and retrieval are not practical;    The 

random search of 1.000-000 items bv standard ounched-card 
11 

systems Mill take about 33 hours per sir.gle search* 

Surely   uh«  time required to find  .n ioem in t.he  standard 

alphabetical index of a million items or ever. 10 million is 

only a fraction of this time.    Of course, ai. expenditure of 

time is required to set up and maintain alphabetical indexes. 

but even if this time is more than that required to punch a 

set of cards to be maintained in random order, if any appreciable 

use is made of a random systems  the great excess of time for 

machine searching will soon more wan dissipate the savings, 

if any, realized in setting up the system.    Finally, although 

some systems claim the possibility of asking multiple questions 

•"This figure is based on the ability of certain experimental 
IBM equipment to scan an entire card at a rate of 500 cards 
per minute.    Standard,  commercially available IBM equipment 
which sorts and select?" a column at a time would require 33 
noura for the first search t>y the first column.    Selection 
by the second, third column, etc would require an additional 
tims. determined by the number oi  cards eliminated et each 
stop of the search. 

• 
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during a singls oaareh. i..h« total system is ss&rched for any 

question or questions and is ur,available for consultation by 

any other searcher.    The conclusion to be draw, jfrea ths 
1 

considerations outlined above is that the reduction in the 

six* of * fne made possible by coordinate indexing does not 

in itself establish the practicability of puncbed-card search- 

ing of large systems*    Some more drastic reduction in sise is 

required* < 

If instead of searching the filo we collate or coordinate 

terns| we oan enormously reduce the time of searching; but we 

will ha?e to pay for this reduction in searohing tine by a 
i 

compensatory increase in tha size of the files Consider the 

following arrays in which the letters represent ideas or terms 

in the index and the numbers represent the itens to be indexed? 

Let us asiume. as we did above, that aach item is indexed by 

four termso 
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Starching 

1 ANNO 

2 B C D T 

3 A B M R 

U LNCF 

5 G 0 H K 

6 F 0 M P 

7 LPRT 

6 HKLS 

9 6CR5 

0   1     U 

P U     6 7 

R       3 7     9 

S 8 9 

12 7 

etc. 

In tho array labelled Searching.  th« nine items ar/i thirt"^ 

six indexing terma can be recorded onrlne cards*  A search for 

any item indexed under tho term "G"  , or any combination of 

terms "IP"  , necesaitatea a search of  the toul file, in this 

eaa« nine cards.    But, if the *rray were continued on through 

A I 3 

B 2 3 9 

C 2 5 

D 2 

t 6 

0 56 6 

H 5 

K 5 8 

L h 7 8 

N 1 1 i 6 

a u 
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ten* "Q", no searching is rscuir=uj   w;= ir.^ sns^s us vu»». 

6 million items the search for "0" or "LP" would still involve 

the examination of the total file of 1,000,000.    If we turn to 

the array labelled Collation, ws not/? first that each of our 

nine numbers is repeated four times, a total of 36,    This means 

that }6 punched o&:ds (the number of items x n) rather than 

nine are needed.    Now if we desire ail items indexed with the 

uired;  the array shows us ths' 

item 5 and 6 are under "0"s    If we wish all items indexed 

under LP, we are not required to search the whole file, but 

only to compare (collate the numbers recorded)  under *L sad 

P", e.g., L U-?-8    P ii-6-7-.    It is apparent that items U and 

7 are indexed under " LP". 

     _•-_ , ,           _ ^_    ,.. . »..~.»..B    vu-..»%•».,.     vmrj 

•sea* to indicate that there arc nore terms than documents.    For 

any large system of information the reverse is tiuef  there are 

always less terms than items in any system of information large 

enough to require any organisation at all.    Even in this small 

sample, the number of items under any term is lass than the 

total number of items. 

Ths number of cards required for sotting up a collating 

eystera for 250,000 iisma is again equal w 250,000 x n (where 

n ie the average number oi  terma usea to index any item). 

Where n"U, wa havs a million cards  just as we did in our 

standard alphabetical file.    In collation, however, the cards 
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m'H not, mrJ.ntai.nod  !n a single array;  instead wo will havn as 

many arrays as there nra different terms usod in the system* 

Thus,  if 10,000 different isnr.u are us-id in indexing 250,000 

documents we will hnvo  10,000 arrays of cards.    Each array 
i 

will tnon contain 2$0,000 x u cards or 100,    The total number 
" i<V)oo 

of cards will be  tho number of arrays times tho number of cards 

in each arrayi  10,000 x IOC " 1,000,000. 

The process of collating for any item or itoms indexed by 

any four terms in this system will involve the collation of 

UOO cards  (four arrays of 100 each).      Sl»se.   in a file ort»aniz*d 

for selection by suurcninr, WCJ will have to search 250,000 cards, 

we can conclude that wh':raa3 we multiplied cur file by U, in 

order to shift frcn searching to collating, we cut machine  time 

by a factor of 250,000 ur 625.    On the other hand, a punched- 
—K00"~ 

card file for collating must be maintained in a fixed order. 

It is not possible to collate  two random filoa b> standard 

machine methods* 

Thf superiority ci  collation to searching as a machine 

method fur making uelections from Iarr-rr> systems does not 

materially advance us.    A fils used for cullation equals in 

ai.7.e a standard index find must exhibit the samo type of rigorous 

order,    Furthermore, collating la a relatively slow machine 

process, and collaliii;- four arrays  Involves  three machine runs. 

There is no evidenco  that such an operation is less  tlmc-consumi nr 



This capacity to provide for ail permutations without in- 

creasing the siza of the file constitutes a definite advantage 

of machine systems over standard alphabetical indexes. But 

this advantage is only significant when the number of desired 

permutations is large and the number of units indexed is small. 

From these considerations, the conclusion has been generally 

drawn that the linear machine ss&rohing of an alphabetical in- 

dex is not A practical rdtcrna'tivo to established manual methods. 

It is to escape thi-< conclusion that once agair. attempts are 
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and more efficient then searching for the proper heading by 

mind., eysj and hand in a regular index. 

We are, of course, assuming that an item indexed by four 

items will require and receive only four entries in a standard 

index. If, In the standard index, we wish to provide for the 

other possible permutations of terms in an alphabetical sequence, 

w* must increase the siza of the file. In a collation system, 

we provide for all possible permutations uith » maximum numbsr 

of cards equal to the product of the number of items and the 

average number *f tsrms used to index each item. Using cur 

figures of 2^0,000 items and h  terms, the difference here can 

be expressed by means of the following equations 1 

Collation: Z^n.rM 2 I. - JJJJ, pcssibla parmutatisiy?., 

Standard Alphabetical Systems: 250,000 K 2U  - Ail 

possible permutations. 
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being made   to develop classification syst-ems.    A clarification 

oyster1"! which provide?  a hierarchical set of ciass^a and sub- 

classes presumably makes  it possible  to search for any item 

in a class or subclass,  rather than in a total systess.    Con- 

sider, for example,   the Patent Office Classification system 

which contains  upwards of 2,500-OCX) patents in over 300 main 

cxttasea  ana au,UUu  suucj.auJ"«»     "uppose   ',aai  f.-ncn  patent.  cciu.a 

be uniquely classified and  that a search for a f<roup of analogous 

patents could be restricted  to a search of a single class.    We 

could ttion net up _>•---• separate  txlss Oi   punencu carus, in>ij in 

»»11<»H     nf"      t lluCA      rOiiC     mfi'.-.o      rr*      riMr.-.'uto     *»—-«**.^V»     4 »%     »» **      ittorn /rn      + i «w<= 

of 16 minutes, whereas  it would   take over SO hours to sear< 

all    t.ho   enrr^". .      Tf   t-.Ji*»   «~*aT-,-i<»   wore   TirpfH'iod   in   !jfl.f)O0       lhrTi nine<t . 
— - - 4 i IT 

it would  take.- less  than a minute   to find any single patent or 

group of patents in the same subclass. 

Unfortunately,   an  13  pom rally recognized,   the Patent 

Office Classification does not accomplish the  unique classi- 

fication of analogous patents.    Recently we made a test search 

for patents on "alrcruft dt-icir,;- nnu:'.pincH*.."    Kven  though we 

found « subclass  "airciwft-ice removing equipment" under  the 

main class  "aircraft," much of   the  anslocou* srt was found 

through eroso references  to be  in  the other clann^s,   namelyi 

"heal engines",  "^urcco",  "vibrators", etc. 



The fact that any search in the Patent Office Classi- 

fication may involve a dcaen or mere classes and subclasses, 

indicates that this classification will not provide the 

unique location and mutually exclusive classes required for 
i 
T 

1 
cutting down the time of machine searching. This conclusion 

is to be expected since the Patent Office Classification was 

not developed for use with machines. 

AI4W4WAV4   0J       W9K*      l>tUtf W       \S -**  * •      vy> ttVWIIVAWtl       wv      «• t.WVilt|> Vtt        v.* 

dsvia« classification system* designed especially for machine ; 

! 
searching. In this connection we will consider briefly Dr. 

i 
.    __.„.-. .. - i 

otory's "iToposea uiassincation List lor tns Army Tecnnic»i 
12 

Reference Service"" and ^r. James Perry's work with rtab- 
I 

- 
Dre Story attempted to construct a classification which 

13 » 
would permit the assignment of one class number to a report; 

but in his own test he assigned an average cf 1.935 class 

n-umbers per report.      thus admitting his attempt a» creating 

Biutually exclusive class numbers was unsuccessful^    Further- 

12 
ft« i~ —     — — «• * . 

port by 0. U, Oull to the Armed Services Technical Inforawtlon 
Agency. 

13 
Kia rule for classifying is quote on p.  ?k-2$ of a report, 
"Analysis of the Proposed Classification List for *.hr Army 
Technical Reference Service, August, 15>i*9"5 prepared by 
Documentation Incorporated in December 1952; for the Armed 

lh 
Op, cit», p* 3?» 
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noro, he recognised that some subjects are common to more than 

one rr.s.ln class, and provided three tables of numbers for tho?s 

subjects,-1"'' many of which are not duplicated in the main clesses. 

All of the numbers vsre recorded on IBM punched cords, and the 

cards arranged by main classes, which threw the numbers from 

the tables out of order. As a result, a search for any number 

frOKi the three tcblss required u  search of ail the punched cards, 

and thus the attempt at reducinn the number of cards to be searched 

by U3.ing a classification was vitiated for the tables as well S3 

Published reports are not available from which we can 

evaluate fully the work c£ Kr, Perry and his colleagues. Enough 

has bnen said publicly to permit us to offer a preliminary esti- 

mate of the contribution of the concepts of "abstraction ladders" 

and "semantic factoring", to a solution to this problem. 

An "abstraction laddei•'•'  as originally proposed by Mr. 

Perry was a highly descriptive name for the ^axonomic relation- 

ship of classes» 

1 Phylum Chordata 

3? ClaS:J HamraaHa 

m Order Caroivora 

ynu Family CnnidaO 

JS1U6 Genus Do R 

j^lhM t'.prcicLi Lnbrndov Ff-.-t.n i evej1 

•r.r'i.i'o r,[r>'\v:> ASrdale 
i!.: 

•>. i 



Th* rnjsbsrs t^ ^he xgf t of the tablt can &a ««Ratdi*«4 eodn 

designation* for thfl various Icvsls of absiraeUortt    fhu«> if 

we wish to find everything on Mammalia, vs sort, or search, for 

everything coded "32"..    Such a search would at the stum time 

deliver ail information on C&rnivora (32?), Canidae (32710* 

Doga (327U5), etc*    We can &l«o atart at th-a ether end of the 

ladder and search for Labrador Retrievers by ssarshing for 

everything coded 327iiS6, Such a search would not give us any 

information pertaining to the higher steps of the ladder.    In 

short, isx abstraction ladder makes possible . rsnerie oeArchi 

i.e., a saar^h for classes within classes without requiring 

us to specify in advance all the classes and subclasses con* 

tained in the class which is the object of the search.   Further- 

more, if we prefils the materiel by class, i.e., all *y»* to* 

gsther Oi- ail "32*»8" together, presumably It is only necessary 

w search auch prefiled groups for any information or any item 

belonging to the ssjea abstraction ladder.    To b* sure, this 

possibility follows from & predetermination of abstraction 

ladders and a coding sy3tem bused upon such predetermination* 

auppos* that we have tricthei suction of this file on the 
I) 5! tl it 

subject,hanr.«ira and Customs and that under this class we have 

the following abstraction ladderi 
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9 Manners and Customs 

, _ >>uauj   **,—- *-— 

926 Hunting 

9286 Huntinp DORS 

9266u Labradcr Retrigvers 

It is immediately obvious that all material on DORS will 

not be found by searching for }27hBs nor will all material on 

Labrador Retrievers be found in one abstraction laddar or pro- 

filed fproyp under Chordata, Mammalia, or Dogs. 

It will be said at this point that the  taxoncmic re- 

lations, the relation* of class inclusion and subordination, 

illustrated by the abstraction ladder from Chordata to Labrador 

Retrievers are more "true" or more  "objective"  than ww icli-.- 

tione exhibited by the ladder Manners snd Customs to I*brador 

Retrievers.     In a certain snnsp.  UP  admit this is   the case. 

The apparent objectivity of abstraction ladders in the fields 

of zoology and botany is a rsfi.eetion of  the fact that in these 

iiclds  there are eBtabljnhed  taxonomies which have achieved 

general acceptance.    We must still question whether or not 

nii^alHa     *-W,»«.««     ^^«>«<«",      C« /, I H' »V.„—     4 «     --,..    -      4-     ..„ _•._-! J __ 

one ebctraction ladder as more  •'objective1' oi   ''t.rue"  than 

another.    For example   the  abstraction laddert 

Manners   and  Cunto^n 

Rural Sports 
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Hunting 

Hunt-in?, Dosa 

Labrador Retrievers 

is no more objective or true than the abstraction ladderi 

Canada 

Newfoundland 

Fauna 

Labrador Retrievers 

It- will be said here that we have used different princi» 

pies of subordination) that the sense in which Newfoundland 

is subordinate to Canada is not the sense in which Fauna is 

subordinated to Labrador; or the sense in which Kural 3porta 

is subordinated to Manners and Customs. Again, we recognize 

that this va^ue sense of different kinds of subordination has 

a basis in fact, but what this basis is has not hitherto been 

specified in the literature of classification and information 

theory. 

Subordination in classification systems is always a re- 

lation of class inclusion as contrasted with the relation of 

logical conjunction or coordination which is *he character'"ii" 

relationship of elements in a coordinate index. An abstraction 

ladder from Chordata to Labrador Retrievers can be illustrated 

by a set of circles in which the subordinate circle ia in- 

cluded in the higher or more generic circle. 
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/ 
?,horcUT3 

nit! a?" 

////fl 
Labrador PonIe-r< 

wti   «~.w   vww    iMKniaf    wtio   iviin^i   uwlljwG wun   wi    ." a-.'!•   arm 

Newfoundland can bt pictured as fcwo overlapping circlest 

|      Fauns       £^JNew found! and} 

\ V ) 
- i 

•Newfoundland Tiuna 

In the ladder Chordata to Labrador Retriever,  the class 

Mammals is included in the class Chordata. sinr«  th*r* arm 

no MaJemals which are not r'-«ordataj but there are carnivorous 

animals which are not Mamala.    For example, birdsf fish, 

and soma reptiles,    The Carrdvora, as an order of the class 

Mawnala, is a cless formed by the logical conjunction of the 

class carnivorous anistals sdtfc the class Masss&la. 

•Carnlvorj 
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If two idwae or classes are related by the relation of 

logical conjunction we can set up the srder of subordination 

in either direction as suits our purpose. We can for example, 

set up a ladder in which the largest class is carnivorous 

animals and we can subordinate Mammals tc carnivorous animals, 

just ae we can subordinate Newfoundland to Fauna] but Carnivora, 

defined as special class of Mammals having certain special 

characteristics is subordinate to Mammals by definition. There 

is no question of objectivity or truth here but only * natter 

of definition or the meanings of wordss Being a mammal is part 

of the definition of being a Carnivora. This is more obvious, 

perhaps, in the case of Newfoundland Fauna, which by the very 

meaning of the words is recognized ss  a subclass of the class 

Fauna* The certainty and assurance wi in vhich we subordinate 

Carnivora to Mammals or Newfoundland Fauna to Fauna darivea 

from our acceptance of formal definitions and not from any 

recognition or discovery of truth or true relationships in 

nauae. 

A taxonomy is a system of definitions which fixes the 

relationship between a set oi  terms andj hence,  of a set of 

classes denoted by the terms. Systematic ecology and botany 

and parts of chemistry tire taxonomio sciences because their 

vocabularies arc fixed by such definitions. Now the extension 

of the taxonomic method to science in general, or to the field 
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of intelligence, assyne? thai U»» VwCswulsries or science 

OF Intelligence constitute a taxonomy or s system of abstraction 

laddsre*    This assumption we car stato without qualification is 

false. 
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1 
PART IJ.1 1 

i 
In developing the theoretical discussion presented above, 

ye examined aeverai ;r.ajcr classification systems to determine 

how the subordination of classes in achieved in them. The 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics classification 

1 
system which was studied earlier in connection with the prepare.- 

tion of one of our reports to ASTIAj is not a Suitable syst-es $ 

for our present purposes since it is admittedly baaed on local 

and arbitrary ground rules.    We have, therefore,  taken oar 

examples from systems which claim to be based on rational and 

objective considerations, namely the '-•» S. Patent Of floe 4 

Classification and Bliss's "BibliogrnnMr. Classification*. 

We might have chosen examples from the Library of Congress 

system or the Dewey system both of which we hav* subjected to 

thorough examination; but the Patent Office Classification 

seemed particularly appropriate to our purposes since those who 

*re Frtaponeible for creating and using it make a great point 

of the inability oi indexes to display the generic relation- 

ships and associations required in patent searching.    Bliss's 

•^ibliOKr-'iphicai Classification" has been chosen because it is 

the latest and, presumably,  the most "scientific" of all 

library classification systems. 

In both systems we discovered and distinguished three 

r.Uithode of achieving subordination of one idsa to another! 

1-1 • ' • : - - - - -'- •* -  nl --••>-< «^ ,,.«.; —      - Henry Evelyn Bliss, A Bibliographic Classification, bv 
B. w,' Wilson ti6.TWSvrj5S£VS&). 
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the semantic, the* topical, and *.h.e tsxonomic* We alec dis- 

can only be found i:i tha taxonomic acianc** included r-s 

sections of ovor-all classification systems* and that the 

balance of a general classification system like the Patent 

Office system, or the Bliss system exhibited only semantic and 

logical subordination, 

Semantic Subordination. 

As the name indicates, semantic subordination is  .rely 

verbal in character end differs from alphabetical indexing 

only in being arranged differently on a page. Consider for 

example, the following sets of ter...o and phrases which might 

be found in any alphabetical indsxt 

Functions, Additive, of aggregates 

ff U4IW V*WiC5 ,       'WltVAtlUWIW 

Functions. Diffsrenliable 

Functions, Discontinuous 

Functions, Integrable 

Functions, Symmetric 

Functions, T,yp«iei of 

or 

Science 

Science, H1 a Lory of 

Science, Philosophy of 
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Science, Principles and methods of 

or 

Vslves 

V*!res, Cheek 

Valves, Gate 

Valvesi  Reducing 

Valves, Seated 

If vs arrange thssa sets of Urmo to look like par id ; 

a eiaasif5 cation »yat«m hv ytilisf.dg indentation on = i»age- 

£8 Mr. Bliss has dew, we get the following! 

Types op functionst 

--no—o——— — — — — .- . _.^._. » 

Continuous functions 

Differenliable functions 

Discontinuous functions 

Integrable functions 

Symmetric functions 

or 

Science 

History of science 

Philosophy of science 

Principle i and methods of science 

or 

Valves 
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Check, valves 

U4uc    YflL-tVec* 

Reducing valves 

Seated valves 

The following ex»!»ni» of s*R*ntis subordination is t>»kwn 

?ro~ the Patent Office Ci&ssifiot»biun = Class i?2> hSlutchra 

and Powar-Stop Control.*    I'r-der this classification, there 

is listed! 

30.5       Impact delivery type 

31 Automatic 

32 Manual control 

1*1 One viy engaging 

Uti           Multiple 

These headinga can be rearranged for e~ alphabetical 

index as follows* 

Clutches 

Clutches - Impact delivery type 

Clutches, Automatic 

Clutchesj Automatic ••> Manual control 

Clutches, Automatic - One wu.y engaging 

Clutches, Multiple 

Sincfi th;> bsgl tiiii iif; of modern librarianship, exponents 

of classification have bren able to convince a great many 
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people that the indented arrangement is more logical than 

the invertedj whereas examination discloses only a difference 

in e^' -^tie or physical arrangement. Mr. Bliss and those re- 

sponsible for the Patent Office Classification share a failure 

to rsc&gnize that classification, to the extent that it achieves 

subordination by semantic means (e.g.. subordinates "check 

valves" to "valves", "discontinuous functions" bo "functions" 

or automatic clutches vo clutches, depends upon words ana not 

upon any logic of idea3 which underlies the words, ?h*t is 

to say. the L»oast which classifiers make of having achieved 

logical order *=  yppssed to verbal or alphabetical order is 

empty and meaningless, to the extent that they y%« «e>nantic 

subordination* 

Topics). Subordinationi 

The second way classifiers achieve subordination is through 

topical subdivision. This method is called -cross classifica- 

tion" by Mr. Bliss in his introduction and he illustrates it 

by means of the following tablest 

Plants     Injects     Birds    Mammals 

Aouatic 

Terrestrial 

Amphibious 

ABiz.C 

"t—- 
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Aquatic land Aiphibiuuu Xeric 

Insects i 
1 

Birds i 
i 

Plants 
l 
i 

1 1 
1 

t: 1 _ 
iiu4i»ntixa 

! 
i 

, i. 

! 
1 i                       11 

It should be apparent that there is no real difference between 

theae two tacies and that it is no more logical or scientific 

to subdivide forms of lif? by habitat than to subdivide habitat 

by forms of life. Kr. Bliss realizes this} hence, his use of 

the term "cross classification" aitd hie statement thsti "Clashes4 

or Bub«cl»89es. of the s«une grade, or order, of division are 

termed coordinate, and the principle of placing them in such 

order is coordination. Subordination and coordination ert  thus 

relative to division and gradation. The coordinate sub-classes 

1? cf several coordinate claeoes may be coordinated".        However, 

he does not take the final and necessary step which is the 

recognition that the subordination of one  topic to another is 

arbitrary and parcchic.1 and has no claim to logical or uni- 

versal  siRnificance. 

The following example or  oopical sufcurdinatlon is  tak«n 

from the Fa cent Office Classification Qinta 75',  "Metallurgy." 

IV 
Bliss,  ibid.,  p.  6, 
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136 

1U0 
IU1 
11*2 
U*3 
l l.i. 

11*5 
•»i /• 

I2i7 
U*8 
153 
151* 
156 
156.5 
1C7 

157.5 
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Alloy* 
Aluminas; 

Coppar 
Tin 
Zinc 
Magnesium 
Silicon 
Nickel 
Silvsr 

Zinc 
Magnesium 
Silicon 

Copper 
Tin 

Lead 
Zinc 

Zinc 
Zinc 

Here again, it ia clear that topical ^ubordinatiGVi is really 

coordination.    There ia no sense in which aluminum ia more 

generic than copper or copper more generic than tin or sine. 

Wa can put this same obeervation in stronger language by noting 

that it la nonsense tc suppose an arrangement on a page esa 

iivstke copper generic to tir. or tin subordinate ia, or A sub- 

division of ooppsr in the sense that carnivora are subordinate 

to or a subdivision of ma. mals or iodine is subordinate to or 

a subdivision of halides, 

These two forma of relationship; the topical ^nd semantic, 

constitute overwhelming proportion of most claasificaticn systems* 

Once this prenise is established the conclusion follows that 

univei8ai classification is no more significant than a pattern 

of printing on a pass,, and has no logic other than the logic 

of general discourse. 

n 
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Taxonomic Subordination> 

All general classification systems which include sections 

on botany,   zoology and chemistry exhibit, as we noted in Fart 

Hi  genuine  taxeno-iiic relations of one-waj subordination rind 

inclusion.    In the latent Office Cias3ii.ic4.ti on we find in- 

stances in Clars 260,  "Chemistry,  Carbon Compounds", **<?•» 

2U1 Azine 
250 Diazine 
Z;iZ Pyrimidine 

In this case as in our prpvious examples drewn from the field 

cf zoology,  the very meaning r>t the vorcNj determines  that 

Acii'iS Inc-iUdes Diazines and uiiiiine iii^iudo ryrimidmes. 

Since Bliss's Bibliography niaasificaticr. .;t-llises 

biological  taxonomies  for his  class  !iF"  Botany,  %nd his  class 

r;G" Zoology,   chore is no net-u to labor  this point an>  further. 
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PART IV 

Although fuiiy developed abstraction ladders 4c net 

exist rutside of the special t*rcnomic sciences, iis all fields 

of science we do use '*orde which are defined In terms of their 

relation to more generic words or id»*».    ?h* fact t-hit in 

trivial.   We have noted in our empirical worK that indexing 

en two levels usually makes a good deal of series, wrier=±« the 

attempt to go btyond two levels makes very 7-ittle sense*    In 

one instance, for example, we detei-Tined to index material on 

pentodes under the hiding wtub&»fr, out it would have seemed 

silly to use the next ni^her level "electronic devices".    We 

might index rcnteriai on iodine under "halogans" but not under 

"cheriicals".    In a leetuu giver at the School of library 

resent ntnths ws nave heard little about sbetr&^tion ladders \ 
•' 

from *>r. Perry and more about an operation knaym •• n?««-»tic 
i 

factoring" is no doubt attributable to his recognition that 
'# 

©vftn though we cannot create truly significant *bsfaction 
8 

ladders, we can usually consider any class in relation to a 

higher class,    for example, a bomber may be defined aa a typ» 
* 

ox airplane, and in some irformation systems it might oe worth 
- 

.iruis to index any material en bombers under 1x5th headings, * 

"boBibera" and *airplanes"*   Such two-level relationships are 
-.- 

pi in a sense which is sc miulg&l as to be 
* 



t*W       *» I * S>«rvin#i Gal'&tbla Usuvt-n-H!ty i« I9$it tor.  Varvy UJwd 

sxasvple of semantic t'aoUirl'nx;,  tls» relationship between the 

terms  "weapon*1  anu "wine".     He could not offer any term for 

the next higher or lower level and sta^d thnt sewantie factor- 

ing usually involved only  two levels.    One  fact which may ac- 

count for U» ease with which we can index en two levels, or our 

readings  to accept cermntic factoring a3 a two-lovel process,, 

is tha  standard dictionary practice of defining something by 

describing it. .".;> a special kind of the  next hipher genii3t 

Webster's CollopiaLc Dictionary define;; "pistol" as a certain 

kind of firearm:  it defines "firearm" as a certain kind of 

weapon}  and it- defines  "weapon" aa a certain kind of instru- 

ment. 

But our problem here is not with  the possibility of 

defining words on two or more levels, but with estimating the 

contribution of such definitions  to  the solution of  the   .roblem 

of excessive xnchiin; ct-ereh tins.    II" in Ute vocabulary of any . 

system of information the number of semantic factors is a Small 

portion of thQ to til voe'ihulhry *»nd t*noh term in this vocabu- 

lary Cc'in only be fnctared one v.y>y, i.e,, can be rvltttsd to only 

on- of the i.vsn.tntic factor::,   then Vf> cuuld nppr* cirbly IX'OIKJC 

i:» .'irclijnr. tine by r*.?3trlctJnf*- fc-*ft**chitn ''<,r* ""Y Item to .-.:» 

Winy </f t.-'it." un'i'-r one' f »»c i-flr,    hut. v- hnv- r.o rm'ar. to 

Z^*<yr   vh't. thii-  Ritt|-*»L1*n b-'4:it or could.'K- WMTO '> h^ld ~ 



fsr any •etual aifor^iiion eyet-e?-.   Wc rtoogniM that pistols 

ars fireams and firewr* are weapon*»    But pistols rcay; with 

«?? much logic;. be groups4 with S«K Brown twite anc clothing, 

under the general eiacs "officers* squipaeni* *e with •snxmisr 

etosir bj.v.bs «nd guided seissils? under th« ^rwrai class 

sW»&OC:rtS"# 

In short* no usy take advantage of what the dictionary 

tails us about •*'•»€ meaning of words to sake «»ir indexing «sor» 

useful for searches at rarious levels of r,5..-wr*l' ty, but we 

earjnot utilise such dsfirJ.tion? to sivida a system of ir.- 

formatter in order to reduce the time of search*    Our con- 

elusion ha?» sa with all of our conclusions ia this paper., 

has an empirical as well aa a theoretical basis* 

In the paper «s quoted at that beginning of this lis^ 

oy.asi.on, and in another paper in the same volume, we attested 

'>.> find in the idea of ^atesjorir.itio?," a «dnd of special 

graviping of ideas or semantic factors without systematic 

subdlvieiovus - a middle ground aa it w r* hetueen classifica- 

tion sjr&la^e and tiss straight alphabet! as tion of »»"*• index* 

We axe now certain on the b*^i? of sfforts extending over a 

year anu ;< half, ana supporting evidence free one of our 

clients WHO «iso attempts^ to categorise zr. extensive vocabu= 

lary, th&t categorization is not practical fcr large aystemae 

?cr particular and loecJ purposes involving highly specialised 
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collections of inforraationi it is possible  to est*bi.i»h rela- 

tively adequate categories, or ainnantia f««fcor-«;  *? •"*»« oh. 

Btractic-T! ladders.    But the more general  the  .-,/etem and the 

nore general its use,  the murs difficult it becomes to set 

up adequately defined and ""vjativ pxcliisivp catagorics* 

If w« were concerned with irnipxin?; all materials on a 

particular disease we wight set up the following 11 at of cats^ 

goriest symptoms, etiology,   treatment,  geographical distribu- 

tion,  prognosis, economic and social factors,  complicationst 

age   groups,  or any others  which Suggest   thsnccl" ia fcjrr.eric 

interests or factors under which wu could group our vocabulary 

of Indexing terms.    But v<> doubt the possibility of devising 

a 68'. of categories or semantic factors for the  terms used in 

indexing the subject of medicine,  the field of science,  the 

interests of the Department of Defer^se, or the claims of 

patents.    This is not a counsel of despair, but rather realism 

in the face of experience- 

In a certain sense, this papr:- may t>e  regarded .is a 

clearing of  the underbrueh before beginning construction* 

This metaphor in sound because it should warn us t.^st under- 

brush i3 not something we car; eliminate once and for ail-    We 

started in the beginring of  this paper with certain quotations 

from Dr. Shora's work and certain observations which seemed, 

to indicant- that the choking underbrush oT hierarchical class*- 
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